Conformational dynamics of individual antibodies using computational docking and AFM.
Molecular recognition between a receptor and a ligand requires a certain level of flexibility in macromolecules. In this study, we aimed at analyzing the conformational variability of receptors portrayed by monoclonal antibodies that have been individually imaged using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Individual antibodies were chemically coupled to activated mica surface, and they have been imaged using AFM in ambient conditions. The resulting topographical surface of antibodies was used to assemble the three subunits constituting antibodies: two antigen-binding fragments and one crystallizable fragment using a surface-constrained computational docking approach. Reconstructed structures based on 10 individual topographical surfaces of antibodies are presented for which separation and relative orientation of the subunits were measured. When compared with three X-ray structures of antibodies present in the protein data bank database, results indicate that several arrangements of the reconstructed subunits are comparable with those of known structures. Nevertheless, no reconstructed structure superimposes adequately to any particular X-ray structure consequence of the antibody flexibility. We conclude that high-resolution AFM imaging with appropriate computational reconstruction tools is adapted to study the conformational dynamics of large individual macromolecules deposited on mica.